**HO 85’ All-Purpose Flat Car**

Announced 2.22.19  
Orders Due: 3.22.19  
ETA: February 2020

**Brillion & Forest Junction**

| ATH27610 | HO RTR 85' Flat, B&FJ #104016  |
| ATH27611 | HO RTR 85' Flat, B&FJ #104075  |
| ATH27612 | HO RTR 85' Flat, B&FJ #104047  |

**Erie Western**

| ATH27613 | HO RTR 85' Flat, EW #250013  |
| ATH27614 | HO RTR 85' Flat, EW #250007  |
| ATH27615 | HO RTR 85' Flat, EW #250039  |

**Terminal Railroad Alabama State Docks**

| ATH27616 | HO RTR 85' Flat, TASD #790007  |
| ATH27617 | HO RTR 85' Flat, TASD #790013  |
| ATH27618 | HO RTR 85' Flat, TASD #790025  |

**Conrail**

| ATH27619 | HO RTR 85' Flat, CR #784735  |
| ATH27620 | HO RTR 85' Flat, CR #784717  |
| ATH27621 | HO RTR 85' Flat, CR #784813  |

**Rio Grande***

| ATH27622 | HO RTR 85' Flat, D&RGW #8907  |
| ATH27623 | HO RTR 85' Flat, D&RGW #8913  |
| ATH27624 | HO RTR 85' Flat, D&RGW #8960  |

**Western Pacific***

| ATH27625 | HO RTR 85' Flat, WP #8897  |
| ATH27626 | HO RTR 85' Flat, WP #8840  |
| ATH27627 | HO RTR 85' Flat, WP #8805  |

**$36.98 SRP**

*Union Pacific Licensed Product*
HO 85’ All-Purpose Flat Car

**Trailer Train**

ATH27628  HO RTR 85’ Flat, TTX #473477  
ATH27629  HO RTR 85’ Flat, TTX #473439  
ATH27630  HO RTR 85’ Flat, TTX #473465  

**Maine Central**

ATH27631  HO RTR 85’ Flat, TTX #474823  
ATH27632  HO RTR 85’ Flat, TTX #474444  
ATH27633  HO RTR 85’ Flat, TTX #474617  

**American President Line**

ATH27634  HO RTR 85’ Flat, MEC #105057  
ATH27635  HO RTR 85’ Flat, MEC #105059  
ATH27636  HO RTR 85’ Flat, MEC #105073  

**All Road Names**

ATH27637  HO RTR 85’ Flat, APL #170011  
ATH27638  HO RTR 85’ Flat, APL #170031  
ATH27639  HO RTR 85’ Flat, APL #170077  

**MODEL FEATURES:**
- Fully assembled and ready for your layout
- Detailed trailer hitches for Trailer On Flat Car (TOFC) Service
- Container mounting brackets for use with Athearn 20’ or 40’ containers for Container On Flat Car (COFC) service
- Factory installed wire grab irons
- New metal underframe for correct rail height and optimum performance
- 70-ton trucks with 33” machined metal wheels with RP25 contours, operate on all popular brands of track
- Newly designed swing mount coupler boxes
- McHenry scale knuckle spring couplers
- Painted and printed for realistic decoration
- Weighted for trouble-free operation
- Interior plastic blister safely holds the model for convenient storage
- Window packaging for easy viewing
- Fully assembled
- Minimum radius: 22”

**PROTOTYPE AND BACKGROUND INFO:**
The 85’ flatcar was introduced in the 1960’s to accommodate the latest 40’ trailers that were just being introduced on the nation’s highways. The 85’ all-purpose flatcar was capable of carrying highway trailers, intermodal containers, or a combination of the two. These versatile cars became the de facto standard for intermodal service during this era.

$36.98 SRP

For more information visit our website at www.athearn.com or call 1.800.338.4639.